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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the feasibility of applying data mining techniques to testing
market efficiency hypothesis using a high frequency, up to one thousand of a second,
electronic brokerage data.

Results suggest the existence of a pattern of negative

autocorrelation in returns of DEM/USD over relative short lags (less than 40 seconds).
However, this pattern is not feasible by two reasons: (1) the structure of autocorrelation
pattern is inconsistent and changes too rapidly (2) the largest potential speculative profit
is smaller than the regulated tick size. These results indicate that dealers have engaged in
any potential profitable speculations based on past price information.

INTRODUCTION
Da ta mining (DM) is an application of information technology dealing with the interface of
statistics, database technology, pattern recognition, machine learning, and other areas. It is con
cerned with the secondary analysis of large databases in order to find previously unsuspected
relationships which are of interest or value to the database users (Hand, 1998, Feelders and
Daniel, 2000, and Berzal, et. al. 2002) Data mining techniques has been considered as powerful
decisioia support techniques, since the purpose of these techniques is to find some valuable and
strategic knowledge so that the goal of the decision making activities can be achieved (Inmon,
1996, and Dunham, 2003).
In the past decades, the increased power of the computers and the deployment of many
sophisticated DM software have attracted decision makers in all organizations to applying min
ing technique to activities ranging from forecasting to pattern-identification activities in a variety
of ai-eas and made it feasible to support vital decision making activities in real world of business
(jAcpte, igit. al, 2002, Becerra-Femandez, et. Al. 2002, Padmanabhan and Tuzhilin, 2002, Yeo, et.
al. 2;002 and Daskalaki, et. al, 2003).
DM techniques have gained increased popularity in studies involving econometrics models
(Ng and Huang, 1999 and Pagan and Veall, 2000). In stock market, feasibility of applying DM
technicpie to examining calendar effects on stock returns has been studied (Sullivan, et. al.
2001). Although the results in this study doesn't favor the use of this technique in dealing with
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problems commonly faced by decision makers in stock market, the results of this study may shed
the light to applying the DM technique to dealing with testing the market efficiency hypothesis.
In his pioneering study in 1970, Fama suggested that a weak form of market efficiency
hypothesis states that any information in the past price movement is known to a sufficient num
ber of market participants so that profitable speculation based on such information is impossible
(Fama, 1970). For market efficiency hypothesis to hold, the next price change must not depend
on any past price changes in ways that could lead to unusual speculative profits based on such
price dependence. A straightforward procedure to test the existence of market efficiency is to
test whether there is statistically significant autocorrelation in financial asset returns. A pattern
of consistent autocorrelation in asset returns evidences that market is inefficient.
Several other studies documented that the financial markets do not behave according to
the prediction of weak efficiency market model (Fama, 1965, Conrad and Kaul, 1988, Lo and
MacKinlay, 1988, LeBaron, 1992 and Campbell, et. al. 1993). These studies suggest the exist
ence of significant autocorrelation in daily or weekly returns in stock markets. On the other
hand, Dooley and Shafer (1984) find evidence to reject the martingale model (a statistical pro
cess, which is to exist if the expected value of successive changes is independent of all previous
changes) and noted that daily exchange rates do follow patterns. These overwhelming rejection
results in the literature, however, do not exclusively indicate market inefficiency, which reflects
that market participants do not use information available in past prices efficiently.
As is well known, ambiguity about how to interpret the rejection results is a continuing
obstacle in market-efficiency literature. This problem is because one cannot test market effi
ciency without imposing restriction on the behavior of expected asset returns. Thus, researchers
always end up testing a joint-hypothesis: market is weak efficient and a particular equilibrium
model is assumed to capture the asset price movements. A rejection of the hypothesis then
leads to two possible inferences: either market participants are irrational or the assumed market
equilibrium model is a bad one.
DM technique could be employed as the vehicle to analyzing the huge FX electronic interdealer market database to complement the previous academic studies. To study the feasibility of
applying DM technique to testing market efficiency hypothesis, it is necessary to identify the
data warehouse to be mined as well as the models to be used to conduct DM activities. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes detailed data and electronic inter-dealer
market system that will function as the foundation for conducting data mining activities. Section
3 describes the procedures of developing the models for data mining activities in inter-dealer
market together with empirical evidences that demonstrate the market is weak efficient. Sec
tion 4 discusses and concludes the results of the paper.
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I) ATA FROM AN ELECTRONIC INTER-DEALER FX MARKET SYSTEM
The first challenge to conducting DM activities is to identify appropriate source of data. It
usually involves a huge data warehouse or part of a data farm. This source of data must be well
designed and managed, and must include data that can be manipulated to provide decision mak
ers with meaningful decision support information. To determine which source of data could
l:)etiLe:r meet the needs of decision maker attempting to using information in hypothetical effi
ciency m arket, it would be necessary to examine the two sides of efficiency market hypothesis.
Al though there is no prior to believe which part of the null, between two, causes overall
lejection of efficiency hypothesis, researchers are generally reluctant to conclude that irrational
behavior of market participants is the one to blame. Instead, focusing on the aspect that imposed
(testing) model cannot capture the real trading behavior of market participants, past studies have
attempted to offer diverse explanations for the rejection. One of which we wish to emphasize in
this ]raper is: To induce market participants to speculate based on price dependence, there needs
to bcj a large enough expected net gain to offset factors that cannot be considered in a simple
testing model. Such factors can be risk aversion and legal limitation on capital movement (Dooley
and Shafer, 1984 and Campbell, et. al. 1993).
Alternatively, the size of observed autocorrelations in returns might be often too small to
driive further large speculative profit-taking positions so that the price trend continues. Related
to this iidea, a more precise comment came from Levich and Thomas (1993):
"It is :ilso, of course, possible that too little capital is committed to currency speculation
maldng maiket prices slow to adjust to their equilibrium values. While commercial banks are
exceedingly active in interbank market trading and intra-day positions may be large, far less
capital is committed to overnight and longer-term currency position."
Idiese events clearly indicate that academics believe that one of the last resorts to validate
mai kei: efficiency is in an inter-dealer market where professional traders engage in large specu
lative activity in just split of few seconds. Since earlier studies in the field are done using daily
data, ^vhether traders are rational to efficiently use information in past price in inter-dealer
markets remains as a guess. To resolve this problem, in this paper we use a high-frequency
(tick-lij'-tick) electronic inter-dealer FX market data to reexamine the market efficiency hypoth
esis.
'Vifiiy electronic market? Unlike in an old system that actual deals are struck over the
telfjphone so that dealer quotes are only indicative, in this electronic market all quotes are firm
and can result in transactions before the quote are withdrawn (Carlson and Lo, 2002). One main
result of such trading environment is that price turns around very fast. The essential for success
in this; inarket is that dealers must update any available information, including one from the past
price, in order to profit and avoid losses from open positions. The urgency to make sensible
dlecisicm in any split of second should force dealers to act rational. We will discuss more detailed
aibout the structure of this electronic market in a later section.
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To examine behavior patters in inter-dealer market, Reuters D2000-2 information is se
lected as the source of data. Original form of the data is a screen from Dealing 2000-2, known
as an electronic inter-dealer market and maintained by Reuters and made available to research
ers through the Financial Markets Group at the London School of Economics. D2000-2 data
consists of all entries to the D2000-2 dealing system for the week of October 6 - 10, 1997, for
trading of the DEM/US$.
Reuters D2000-2 system operates as an electronic limit order book, which records actual
transactions and keeps track of all the existing orders that have not been filled. The data is
available on a tick-by-tick basis and the data frequency is up to one thousand of a second. By
subscribing to D2000-2 screen, at any time dealers see best limit buy and sell prices, quantities
available at these best prices, and the last trade price.
To restore inventory, dealers enter this inter-dealer market once they have transactions
with outside customers, say a deal of sell USD to a customer for illustrative purpose. Dealers
then need to decide to cover position through either a market order or a limit order. In this interdealer market, a decision to buy USD back immediately, through a market order, is profitable.
This is because the inside spread, the difference between the lowest ask price and the highest
bid price, in the inter-dealer market is usually smaller than that is in the customer market. If
dealers are greedy and wish to buy back USD at a better price, he can do so by entering a limit
buy order at a price that is lower than the current lowest ask price. This type of limit orders is
called speculative open position. This speculative open position is associated with great poten
tial losses.
The great uncertainty with speculative open positions came from the fact that there is
private information not known by dealers so that they cannot predict the price movement pre
cisely. In practice, individual customers buy or sell foreign exchange with individual dealers they
choose to trade with. Each dealer's transaction with his own customers is his private informa
tion. When individual dealer places orders (considered as signed orders in literature) in the interdealer market, his private information is then transmitted to other dealers. It is clear that al
though outside customers cannot enter the inter-dealer market, their (aggregate) fundamental
needs for foreign exchange eventually determine the direction of price movement in this interdealer market. To induce dealers to let go of guaranteed profits (through market orders) and to
open speculative positions (through limit orders), the expected improvement in net gains must
outweigh the potential loss from uncertainly about final price where the position will be covered.
Besides the speculative activity described above, ideally dealers may choose to act as
market makers and open speculative positions that are not associated with outside customer
orders. We refer this type of speculative position as pure speculative positions hereafter. For
example, if dealers believe that USD is going to rise against other currencies, they can speculate
on such belief by buying USD positions now and sell them back later. Again, the great risk is
once this pure speculative position is opened, the dealers need to be able to square the position
before the price turns around and moves lower than the price at which position is opened.
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This is an ongoing research area. So far, researchers know little about dealers' "actual"
strategies on speculative activities (Carlson and Lo, 2002). This awkward situation is because
most data that is made available to researchers does not identify dealers who made the transac
tions. However, there is no reason to believe that dealers would not engage in speculative
activity if any opportunity comes forward. For the same token, if there is any pattern of price
deper,dence that profitable speculations can be based on, dealers would presumably take ac
tions. In what follows, it would be useful to examine if this inter-dealer market demonstrates
weak efficiency property in the sense that there is no profitable speculations that can be done
bas(jd on infoirmation in price.
To examine this issue, conventional data mining techniques could be applied to analyzing
every single observation of transaction price in D2000-2 data (Glymour and Madigan, 1996,
Grossmtirrand Bailey, 1999 and Apte, et. al. 2003). Using aggregate number of outstanding limit
crders and order frequency, Danielsson and Payne shows 6:00-18:00 GMT are busiest trading
fiours that broadly correspond to European and North American transaction sections (Danielsson
and. Rayne, 2002). Therefore, although the data is available on whole 5 days (24 hours a day),
only thcise occurred on 6:00 to 18:00 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) of each day will be ana
lyzed, which amounts to more than ten thousand observation points for each day.
DATA MINING AND EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
To assess the validity of results derived from mining activities, two criteria are selected as
l:he y ardstick. The first criterion is whether there is a pattern of autocorrelation in returns. The
sec:ond ciriteiion focuses on the concept of feasibility: if the autocorrelation pattern is consistent
enough to allow dealers to profit from it (LeBaron, 1992, Campbell, et. al, 1993 and Grossman
and Bailey, 1999).
In setting a speculative limit order, dealers need to decide two crucial elements:
(1) how much of net gains he targets for (2) how much time he is willing to wait. If there
is a usual pattern between these two elements in prices, rational dealers will want to make use of
it. We exanaine the size of autocorrelation in returns corresponding to various time intervals
using tlie; following formulation:
R(t,t+T) = a (T) + P (T)R(t-T,t)+e (t,t+T)

(1)

where R (t,t+T) is returns during interval of T seconds; and it is measured as logarithm changes
in prices (R (t,t + T)=lnP (t+T) - In P (t)); and P (T) is the size of autocorrelation in returns
in T seconds.
Our specific interest is to estimate (T) in equation (1). Figure 1 depicts statistically
significiant (in 5%) autocorrelation in returns, P (T), from Monday through Friday where T is
specified as 2-second to 300-second lags. Note that insignificant P (T) is recorded as zero.
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Figure 1. Autocorrelation in DEM/USD returns for the week of Oct. 6-10,1997
(Monday through Friday)
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It is clecir to see that, in all 5 days, significantly negative autocorrelation in returns exists
Kttensively in relative short intervals (approximately with lag lengths below 50 seconds). As the
lag length increases to exceed 50 seconds, positive autocorrelation in returns sometime occurs
but it is more often that there appears no significant autocorrelation in returns. These observa
tions, at the very minimum, indicate that a profitable strategy to exploit negative autocorrelation
in returns should be set at a time frame with short lags only as the evidence indicates that there
is; little negative autocorrelation with long lags.
The other point is if longer lag is not associated with larger negative autocorrelation which
is a proxy for expected net gain in a limit order, then it would be irrational to set up a waiting
period of a s]3eculative limit order over a longer lag length rather than a shorter one. This is
because longer waiting time is usually associated with greater uncertainty of price movement
and the expected returns.
To examine this issue, we estimate jS (T) in equation (1) using rolling regression technique.
We first fix the estimation window as two-hours, such as 6:00-8:00 GMT. We then move the
v^'indow forward for every 5-minute until we reach the last estimation window of 16:00-18:00
(3MT. This procedure provides us a j0 (T) series and we make statistic inferences from it. Table
1 presents mean and volatility of autocorrelation in returns corresponding to various lag length
s;pecific:aidons from Monday through Friday.
Lcugely consistent with the information revealed in Figure 1, results in Table 1 indicate that
for all 5^ days the largest negative autocorrelation in returns emerges in the interval below 40
seconds. More important, these short intervals that generate the largest expected net gains do
not come; with greater volatility in returns. Take Wednesday's results as an example, the largest
expected net gain occurs when the lag length is set at 20 seconds. The volatility, corresponding
to this potential largest expected net gain, is nearest to be the smallest one among 10 other lag
ispejcific a tions. All these evidences pointed out that, if there is any speculative opportunity left in
this intcjT-dealer market, the waiting time for a limit order is most reasonable to be set within an
interval ithat is shorter than 40 seconds. Hereafter, we confine our analysis with lag specifica
tions that are no longer than 40 seconds in most cases.
Have the waiting time frame being chosen, the next crucial question for setting speculative
limit oidiers is how consistent the structure of the autocorrelation is in this inter-dealer market.
By i[he structure of the autocorrelation, we mean the size of autocorrelation under different
period of time but with very same lag specification. More precisely, our particular concern here
is whether the size of autocorrelation over
7-second interval for Monday is statistically indifferent from that for Tuesday. If the
answer is a yes, then this implies that dealers in this market can use Monday's trading price to
predict Tuesday's autocorrelation in returns and so as to set the price in the limit orders accordmgly.
Table 2 reports test results for the equal-mean hypothesis on the autocorrelation in returns
from one day to the next, from Monday through Friday. The statistics reported in Table 2
indicates that the size of negative autocorrelation (under a particular lag length specification)
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Table 1. Summary statistics on autocorrelation in returns of/J(7) : Monday -Friday

OS

00

f6:00-18:00GMT)
Wednesday
Tuesday
Autocorrelation
Monday
Mean Volatility Mean Volatility Mean Volatility
in return: /?(T)
-0.107
43.324
40.616
-0.156
T=2 (seconds)
31.898
-0.105
7=5
60.410
-0.232
-0.207
21.508
42.818
-0.202
7=10
34.234
-0.182
23.513
19.033
-0.193
-0.148
19.858
7= 20
-0.267
25.536
-0.236
26.608
-0.176
133.153
7=40
-0.249
220.597
-0.138
-0.126 176.697
7=60
30.582
-0.159
14.296
0.007
15.338
-0.089
7=90
60.805
-0.049 127.132
87.078
-0.012
0.022
76.482
7=120
-0.037
39.578
0.042
0.063
124.655
10.607
7=180
-0.005
28.450
-0.014
41.922
0.021
79.000
-0.012
7=240
13.438
-0.007
87.377
0.014
22.358
7=300
-0.011
19.377
6.387
-0.010
-0.007
Notes; 1. Volatility is measured by the absolute change in autocorrelation in return and
then times 1000.
2. Bold italic font denotes the largest n egative autocorrelation in each day.
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Thursday

Mean
-0.127
-0.108
-0.096
-0.213

-0.112
-0.070
-0.059
-0.070
-0.O45
-0.045
-0.O73

Volatility
28.178
34.512
52.488
35.905
55.646
25.539
98.465
100.954
89.933
94.896
34.773

Friday
Volatility
13.037
10.908
15.378
12.786
-0.163
96.978
-0.059
9.188
-0.011
143.283
-0.018
97.765
-0.002
129.027
-0.011
28.785
0.003
6.895
Mean
-0.048
-0.090
-0.109
-0.146
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olten has siigni ficantly difference from one day to the next. It is clear that the size of autocorrelation
from the previous day is irrelevant to that of the next day. Therefore, information revealed from
tfie jrrice of the previous trading day would not matter to the setup of speculative limit orders for
tlie next day. This situation also follows that it is only possible to use today's price information to
generate today's profit making strategy.
Tab le 2. Test on equal mean of autocorrelation in returns from one day to the next
with various lag length specification, Monday through Friday

V'hole day
-18:00 GMT
!Hy|3 0thesis
. = Th e.
= Wed.
, = Tfiur.
-. = Fri.
;ning secticm:
)i: 001-12:00
Hypothesis
.. = Tue.
= Wed.
.. = Tliur.
•. = Fii.
eforelundi
section:
):00-10:30
Hjitpothesis
.. = Tue.
= Wed.
.. = Thur.
". = Fri.
ifler lundi
section:

i:30;^00

Hyfiothesis
_ == Tue.
= V?ed.
.. == Thu;:.
•. •= !"ri.
rc.o on Sisc.tion:

Lag LenPth Specifications tseconds')
10
20

Difference
[0.859]
0.003
[0.226]
0.024
-0.123*** [0.000]
[0.245]
-0.016
5
Difference
-0.120*** [0.000]
0.198
-0.033
0.139
-0.037
0.001
0.042***
5
Difference
-0.016*** [0.000]
[0.295]
0.036
-0.086*** [0.009]
0.069*** [0.000]

Difference
Difference
[0.000]
0.101
[0.096]
0.059*
[0.211]
-0.017**
[0.060]
0.052*
[0.000]
0.064*
[0.106]
-0.023
[0.6771
0.005***
[0.0021
0.027***
Lag Length Specifications fseconds'!
10

Difference
Difference
0.244***
[0.000]
0.056***
[0.000]
0.014
[0.570]
-0.034**
[0.010]
0.019***
[0.004] -0.162*** [0.000]
-0.105*** [0.000]
-0.018*** [0.004]
Lag Len gthSpecificalions(seconds)
10

20

Difference
0.087*** [0.001]
0.062**
[0.026]

Difference
0.068*
[0.035]
-0.015
[0.650]
-0.110*** [0.000]
0.002
[0.924]

Difference
0.135***
[0.000]
-0.005
[0.832]
-0.131*** [0.000]
-0.044**
[0.041]

-0.181***

[0.000]

-0.056***

[0.000]

40
Difference
[0.494]
0.013
0.111*** [0.000]
-0.137*** [0.000]
0.048*** [0.007]
40
Difference
[0.576]
0.014
0.172*** [0.000]
[0.022]
-0.043**
-0.081*** [0.001]
40
Difference
[0.001]
0.091***
0.103*** [0.000]
[0.490]
-0.011
[0.102]
-0.043
40

20

Difference
-0.004
[0.827]
0.056**
[0.016]
-0.134*** [0.000]
0.055*** [0.000]

2:00-18:00

Hyp otliesis
.. ~ Tue.
"Wed.
.. = Thir
-.=Fri.

Difference
Difference
[0.009]
0.059***
[0.051]
0.045*
[0.091]
0.031*
[0.627]
-0.011
-0.053*** [0.000]
-0.083*** [0.000]
-0.066*** [0.000]
[0.382]
0.012
Lag Length Specifications (seconds)
20
10
Difference
Difference
[0.036]
-0.054**
0.012
[0.712]
[0.000]
0.083***
0.860
-0.005
[0.000]
0.060***
0.052
-0.045*
-0.098*** [0.000]
0.142
0.027
Lag Length Specifications (seconds)
20
10

Difference
-0.008
[0.801]
0.016
[0.651]
-0.120*** [0.000]
0.061*
[0.081]
40
Difference
0.013
[0.635]
0.070**
[0.019]
-0.200***

[0.000]

0.137***

[0.000]

TT Uni!C[ud variances are assumed when testingthe hjipotheses of equal means.
2 . P-vaiiUes are in[.], and * **, and *** denotes 10%, 5 % andl% si giifi cant levels, respectivdy.
3. The auto correlation is generatedly rolling reg-ession technique where we move estimation window
forwaid by5-minutes each time.
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We next turn to examine if different trading sections within a day (under the same lag
length specification) generate statistically similar size of autocorrelation in returns. We set each
trading section as 3 hours. Table 3 summarizes test results. The statistics in Table 3 evidences
that the size of autocorrelation in returns in the current trading section is often significantly
different from that in the next section. This result suggests that one cannot use the size of
autocorrelation in returns from the previous trading section to predict what extent of autocorrelation
would prevail in the next section.
Table 3. Test on equal mean of autocorrelation in returns from one trading section
to the next in a day with various lag length specification, Monday through Friday

Lag Length Specifications (seconds')

Monday

40
10
20
Difference
Difference
Difference
[0.743]
0.019
0.162***
[0.000]
0.354***
[0.000]
[0.234]
0.087
0.161***
[0.000]
0.022
[0.117]
-0.176*** [0.009]
-0.517***
[0.000]
-0.435***
[0.000]
Lag Length Soecifications fseconds")
40
20
10
5
Difference
Difference
Difference
Difference
Hyp othesis
[0.000]
l=Sec.2
-0.211***
[0.000]
-0.161***
0.274***
[0.000]
[0.000]
0.109***
2=Sec.3
0.152**
[0.015]
-0.051
[0.253]
0.369
[0.000]
[0.026]
-0.072**
3=Sec.4
0.007
[0.909]
-0.131**
[0.021]
[0.000]
-0.154***
[O.OGl]
-0 174***
Lag Length Specifications (seconds)
'ednesday
40
20
10
5
Difference
Difference
Difference
Hyp othesis
Difference
[0.008]
0.096***
[0.000]
0.097***
l=Sec.2
0.013
[0.774]
[0.053]
-0.131*
-0.078
[0.230]
2= Sec. 3
0.219***
[0.000]
0.292***
[0.000]
[0.000]
0.322***
-0.207**
[0.012]
3=Sec.4
-0.435***
[0.000]
-0.220***
[0.000]
[0.000]
-0 437***
Lag Length Soecifications ("seconds]
fhursday
40
20
5
10
Difference
Difference
Difference
Difference
Hypothesis
l=Sec.2
-0.056*
[0.231]
0.052**
[0.021]
-0.153***
[0.001]
-0.042
[0.138]
2=Sec.3
-0.133**
[0.012]
-0.025
[0.205]
0.063
[0.188]
0.096***
[0.003]
0.017
[0.478]
3=Sec.4
-0.163***
[0.000]
-0.074**
[0.026]
-0.276***
[0.000]
Lag Length Specifications (seconds)
Friday
40
10
20
Difference
Difference
Difference
Difference
Hyp othesis
-0.093*
[0.079]
l=Sec.2
-0.071**
[0.012]
-0.265***
[0.000]
-0.109***
[0.000]
0.111**
[0.017]
2=Sec.3
0.061**
[0.046]
0.275***
[0.000]
-0.129***
[0.000]
3=Sec.4
-0.005
[0.947]
-0.160***
[0.000]
-0.275***
[0.000]
0.050**
[0.020]
: 1. Sec.l denotes 6:00-9:00, Sec. 2 denotes 9:00-12:00, Sec. 3 denotes 12:00-15:00, and Sec. 4 denotes 15:00-18:00.2.
ral variances are assumed when testing the hypotheses cf equal means. 3. P-values are in [.], and* **, and *** denotes
5% and 1% significant levels^ respectively. 4. The autocorrelation is generated by rollingregression technique where we
estimation window forward by 5-minutes each time.

Hypothesis
l=Sec.2
2=Sec.3
3=Sec.4
Tuesday

Difference
[0.000]
0.047***
[0.000]
-0.232***
[0.555]
-0.028
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Foi: each of five days in our sample, we also investigate if the autocorrelation in returns of
this hour is similar to that of next hour. Formal test results, which are not reported here, indicate
tliat is is not the case either. These suggest that a rational speculative strategy needs to update
infonnation of price dependency over a more frequent basis (a frequency at least is higher than
hour-to-Iiour basis). It is natural for us to next consider an information updating system that is
built on minute-by-minute basis.
By rewriting equation (1), a price (P) setting rule for speculative limit orders based on
autocorrelation in returns takes the formulation:
P

= a (T) +13 (T)(P-PJ + P,

(2)

In this price setting rule, the dealer first chooses the maximum amount of time (T) he is willing to
wait for limit orders to be executed. Next, as seen from equation (2), the estimated a (T) and
P (T) are necessary components to set for price iP,^j} in limit orders. One way to generate such
inf(3rmation is to use collected price data (for example, of first two training hours [6:00-8:00] in
a da)0Now, consider what a speculative strategy, based on negative autocorrelation, using minuteby-minute information updating system would look like. For illustrative purposes, suppose the
dealer chooses 7 = 20 and adopts price data of 6:00-8:00 GMT to equation (2) and have the
fjstimation of P (20) = -0.25 (and a (20) = 0 for simplicity). Suppose that just few seconds
]rass(;d 8 :00 GMT, dealer observe that the most recent trading price is 1.7520. To capture the
]Drice trend, dealer then simultaneously put in a limit buy order at 1.7510 and a limit sell order at
1,7530 and wait for up to 20 seconds. Suppose that within 20 seconds, that buy limit order is filled
at 1,7510. By now dealer just observes that the most recent price trend is downward (P, - P,_j
••= -0.010). To square the open speculative position, dealer immediately put in a limit sell order at
price of 1.75125 according to equation (2): {P,^T= -0.25 x (-0.010) + 1.7510). The net specula
tive profit from this transaction will be 0.00025 times the units of currency in transaction. When
time moves to 8:02, dealer update estimated p (20) by using data of 6:01-8:01 GMT and the
sp(jculative activity resumes all over again.
The key for this type of speculative rule to be successful is that the extent of autocorrelation
in re;tuiTiiS needs to be very consistent from one minute to another. By consistence, we mean a
small volatility in the extent of price reversion. To give a perspective on this aspect. Figure 2
presents the estimated p (20) by rolling regression technique where we fix estimation window
at 2-hours and move it forward for every 1-minute, using Monday's data. Figure 2 clearly shows
that there is some potential for the strategy described above, as the consistence in autocorrelation
emerges at some trading hours (for example: a trading period of 6:00-8:50). However, this highgrecjuency updating rule still cannot predict the sudden change in pattern of autocorrelation (see
tim(; points marked by arrows in Figure 2). This situation creates potential risk for dealers that
they caninot square their open speculative positions based on information from price dependency
at some points.
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Figure 2. Autocorrelation in DEM/USD returns with 20-second lag for Monday
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The first thing to note is in this electronic inter-dealer market, quotes are limited to 4
decimal. For simplicity, we continue to assume that a (t) = 0. As seen from equation (2), how
much price (P, ^ j.) would be set in speculative limit orders depends on both the size of
autocorrelation in returns (j8 (t)) and the most recent price changes within a T-second interval
(P^ - P^ J.). For each unit of currency in transactions, the associated speculative profit of (P, +p) is given by minus p(t) time (P, - P,.PPanel A of Table 4 gives figures on mean of price change (P, - P,.t ) with various lag
length specifications for Monday through Friday. We calculate the expected net gains under
various time intervals through the mean of price changes in panel A of Table 4 and mean of
autocorrelation in returns in Table 1. Panel B of Table 4 reports results, showing that all positive
expected net gains are at 5 decimal, which is smaller than the regulated tick size in D2000-2
system. The resulting net gains based on negative autocorrelation in returns are clearly way too
small to be feasible to place an order to engage in further speculations.
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Table 4. Mean of price change, and expected net gains with various
lag length specifications for Monday through Friday
Panel A: Mean of price change
I,'agj.i;iigtii
Monday Tuesday
T== 2 (seconds)
0.0000
0.0000
7':= 5'
0.0000
0.0001
7':= 10
0.0001
0.0001
7=20
0.0001
0.0002
7=40
0.0002
0.0002
7 = 60
0.0002
0.0002
7=90
0.0003
0.0003
7=120
0.0003
0.0004

Wednesday
0.0000
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0002
0.0002
0.0003
0.0003

Thursday
0.0000
0.0001
0.0001
0.0002
0.0003
0.0003
0.0004
0.0005

Friday
0.0000
0.0001
0.0001
0.0002
0.0002
0.0003
0.0003
0.0004

Pimel B: Expected net gains
Liig lenglli
Monday Tuesday Wednesday
7=2 (seconds)
0.00000 0.00000
0.00000
7=5
0.00000 0.00002
0.00002
7=10
0.00001 0.00002
0.00002
7=20
0.00002 0.00005
0.00003
7=40
0.00003 0.00003
0.00005
7= ,50
0.00002 0.00000
0.00003
7=90
-0.00001 0.00000
0.00001
7=120
-0.00002 -0.00002
0.00001
Notes: Price change takes the absolute value.

Thursday
0.00000
0.00001
0.00001
0.00004
0.00003
0.00002
0.00002
0.00004

Friday
0.00000
0.00002
0.00001
0.00004
0.00003
0.00003
-0.00001
-0.00003

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In an electronic FX inter-dealer market (D2000-2 dealing system), private information
keeps :How in as dealers place new orders at every single second. The fast flow of information
re sults in dealers' frequent revision on the expectation of future equilibrium exchange rates. As
dealers frequently revise their quotes to reflect continuing changes in their expectations about
future equilibrium price, nearly all information contained in the past history of exchange rates
has besen r(;flected in the current price. It is dealers' rational behavior leads us to find no
evidence to reject the market efficiency hypothesis; any information in the past price movement
is knovm to a sufficient number of market participants so that profitable speculation based on
such ijijformation is impossible.
In this report, the application of data mining technique in electronic inter-dealer market
data indicates that there is no feasible speculative profits remain in the market based on the
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dependency of trading prices. The patterns derived from mining inter-dealer market data sug
gest that the common rejection of market efficiency hypothesis in the literature could be simply
a timing issue. Specifically, the existing (testing) model assumes speculative positions are taken
on day-to-day basis, which obviously contradicts to dealers' self-discipline: to square speculative
positions within a day if possible.
The great feature of this paper that distinguishes it from the related market efficiency
literature is that we make use of mining high-frequency (tick-by-tick) real trading data, instead of
low frequency data (daily data) (Lyons, 2001 and Danielsson and Payne, 2002). The use of
high-frequency data frees us from imposing a very unrealistic assumption in the literature. That
is banks or dealers hold their speculative FX positions for overnights. With use of D2000-2
information, we are able to assess if professional traders left any intra-day speculative opportu
nity based on past price information. The proposed study approach in this paper would be even
more appealing when the underlined data warehouse becomes available on the Web in the future
(Berzal, et. al., 2002 and Roussinov and Zhao, 2003).
Although trading price in this market does follow a pattern over relative short lags (less
than 40 seconds), the speculative profit is practically infeasible. The infeasibility is on one hand
due to the structure of price dependency is changing too rapidly. Specifically, we find that the
price of previous hour has no predictable power for what extent of autocorrelation in returns
would prevail in the next hour. This result follows that a rational speculative strategy needs to
update information of price dependency over a more frequent basis, such as minute-by-minute
basis. As we move along to use minute-by-minute information updating system, all positive
expected net gains (at 5 decimal) from autocorrelation in returns are smaller than the regulated
tick size (4 decimal). It is evident that there is no feasible speculative profit left in this electronic
inter-dealer market as dealers must have engaged in any potential profitable speculations based
on past price information. We conclude that market is efficient and dealers are rational.
In contrast to the substantial literature that challenges the market efficiency hypothesis;
this paper has provided striking evidences to support the market efficiency hypothesis. The
contribution of this paper is we complement the literature by resolving the inconsistent timing
issue (between data in use and real speculative activity). We show that market does behave
rationally accordingly to the market efficiency hypothesis once we factored out the time incon
sistent issue. Our paper thus argues that many previous studies, which do not use high-fre
quency data, might have challenged market efficiency hypothesis on a quite vulnerable ground.
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